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QUESTION 1

You are enabling users for Direct Routing. 

You already assigned licenses to the users. 

You need to complete the user setup. 

Which two cmdlets should you run? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

A. Grant-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy 

B. Set-CsOnlineVoiceUser 

C. Set-CsUserPstnSettings 

D. Grant-CsVoicePolicy 

E. Set-CsUser 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

Your company is migrating from a legacy PBX system to Microsoft Teams. 

The phone number range is +1-423-555-1xxx. The PBX system uses four-digit dialing internally. Extensions are the last
four digits of the number. 

You need to ensure that you can use four-digit dialing for your numbers in Teams. The solution must minimize
administrative effort. How should you configure the normalization rule? To answer, select the appropriate options in the
answer 

area. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 3

The sales department at your company needs to route a call to multiple users and have calls route differently after
business hours. 

Which two features should you implement? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point. 

A. auto attendants 

B. caller ID policies 

C. calling policies 

D. call queues 

E. voice routing policies 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/plan-auto-attendant-call-queue 

 

QUESTION 4

You create a network region Region1 in Microsoft Teams. 

You are adding a network site to Region1. The site has a 1.5-Mb connection. 

You need to ensure that all users at the site have a good voice experience. 

What should you do? 

A. Create and assign a Teams Network Roaming Policy that has IP video disabled. 

B. Assign the Region1 users a meeting policy that has a media bit rate of 1,500 Kbps. 

C. Run the Microsoft 365 network connectivity test tool. 

D. Tag all traffic with a DSCP value of 46. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamsnetworkroamingpolicy?view=skype-
ps 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a Microsoft Teams Phone deployment that has 10 offices. Each office has a Session Border Controller (SBC).
A user reports that she can make internal calls by using the dial pad, but cannot use the dial pad to make external calls.
What is a possible cause of the issue? 
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A. The user has the incorrect Teams app setup policy applied. 

B. The user has the incorrect voice routing policy applied. 

C. The user is missing a validated emergency address. 

D. Enterprise Voice is disabled for the user. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-voice-routing-policies 

 

QUESTION 6

Your company deploys 200 Microsoft Teams Rooms on Windows systems. 

You are evaluating whether to purchase the Microsoft Teams Rooms Premium license for the rooms. 

Which two actions require the Microsoft Teams Rooms Premium license? Each correct answer presents a complete
solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point 

A. Download device logs. 

B. View peripheral health. 

C. Get reporting insights into room usage and participant count 

D. Postpone updates until a certain date. 

E. Modify the Direct guest jam settings 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/microsoft-teamsrooms-premium 

 

QUESTION 7

You have a Microsoft Teams Phone deployment 

You assign a Microsoft 365 E5 license lo a user named User1. 

You need to enable User1 for Direct Routing. 

Which PowerShell cmdlet should you run? 

A. Set-CsCallingLineIdentity 

B. Set-CsUser 

C. Set-CsOnlineVoiceUser 
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D. Set-CsUserServicesPolicy 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

You are deploying Microsoft Teams Phone. 

You need to provide a user with a device on his desk that can be used when the user\\'s computer is turned off. 

The device must meet the following requirements: 

1.

 Support calls. 

2.

 Support video. 

3.

 Support speed dial. 

4.

 Display chat history. 

Which type of device should you provide? 

A. Teams-certified handset 

B. Teams display 

C. Teams panel 

D. Teams Rooms 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/get-started-with-teams-displays-
ff299825-7f13-4528-96c2-1d3437e6d4e6 

 

QUESTION 9

You have a Microsoft Teams Phone deployment 

You assign a Microsoft 365 E5 license lo a user named User1. 

You need to enable User1 for Direct Routing. 

Which PowerShell cmdlet should you run? 
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A. Set-CsCallingLineIdentity 

B. Set-CsUser 

C. Set-CsOnlineVoiceUser 

D. Set-CsUserServicesPolicy 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 10

You have a Microsoft Teams Phone deployment 

You use Direct Routing with a Survivable Branch Appliance (SBA) at a site. 

The site experiences an extended internet outage. 

Which three PSTN calling scenarios are possible during the outage? Each coned answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. dynamic emergency calling 

B. outbound PSTN calls 

C. inbound PSTN calls 

D. call transfer of PSTN calls 

E. hold and resume of PSTN calls 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 11

DRAG DROP 

Your company has offices throughout the United States. 

The company is opening a new office in Scranton. The office will occupy two floors in the same building. 

You need to ensure that if an emergency call is placed, the local emergency dispatchers know from which floor the call
came. 

How should you complete the PowerShell script? 

To answer, drag the appropriate values to the correct targets. Each value may be used once, more than once, or not at
all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 
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others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You need to create a new call queue to route calls to support agents. The support agents must be able to see their call
queue history and the shared transcribed voicemail. The solution must minimize administrative effort. 

Solution: You set the routing method for the call queue to Attendant routing. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.orbid365.be/shared-voicemail-arrives-in-teams/ 

 

QUESTION 13

HOTSPOT 

You have a Microsoft Teams Phone deployment. Direct Routing is enabled for all users. The users can place and
receive PSTN calls. 

You are implementing emergency numbers in Teams. 

You need to remove the + symbol from any three-digit calls to the Session Border Controller (SBC). 

How should you complete the PowerShell script? To answer, drag the appropriate values to the correct targets. Each
value may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to
view 

content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamstranslationrule?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/direct-routing-translate-numbers 

 

QUESTION 14

You have a Microsoft Teams Phone deployment. Direct Routing is enabled for all users. 

The users can place and receive PSTN calls. 

You need to create a new user policy to provide four-digit extension dialing for users to call analog endpoints that
connect to the Session Border Controller (SBC). 
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Which three actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

A. Create a trunk translation rule. 

B. Create an IP phone policy. 

C. Assign a dial plan to the users. 

D. Assign an IP phone policy to the users. 

E. Create a voice normalization rule. 

F. Create a tenant dial plan. 

Correct Answer: CEF 

 

QUESTION 15

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

Your company uses Microsoft Teams Calling Plans. 

The company acquires a small development team. Currently, users on the team have their own direct inward dial (DID)
numbers that have PSTN capabilities. 

You migrate the users to Teams. 

You need to ensure that the users have phone numbers. 

Solution: From the Microsoft Teams admin center, you create a new port order. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/phone-number-calling-plans/transfer-phone-numbers-to-
teams 
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